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Workflow

1. Good quality sample

2. Negative staining: 
• aggregates? 
• Concentration? 
• Homogeneity?
• Integrity?
• Oligomeric state? Complex formation?

3. Sample Vitrification: 
• grid type? 
• Sample volume? 
• Blotting time and force?
• Detergents?

4. Check grids until optimized condition

5. Acquisition in cryogenic condition



Grids for NS

➢ Most common: Continuous carbon film deposited on top of a grid made of copper

➢ Grids can also be made of Au, Ni, Mo
➢ Standard carbon thickness is 5-6 nm, but can also be ultra 

thin (3-4 nm), thick (10 nm), ultra thick (20-30 nm)



Home made carbon coated grids
https://www.jove.com/video/3227/visualizing-proteins-macromolecular-complexes-negative-stain-em-from

➢ Carbon thickness is around 10 nm

https://www.jove.com/video/3227/visualizing-proteins-macromolecular-complexes-negative-stain-em-from


Glow Discharge / Plasma Cleaner
➢ Carbon film on the grid is 

contaminated and hydrophobic
➢ After GD / PC carbon becomes 

hydrophilic, homogeneous and 
negatively charged

Slide form J-F. Ménétret, IGBMC

Glow Discharge Plasma cleaner

➢ GD operates in air, typical setting: 30’’ @ 2.5 mA 
under 1.9 E-1 mbar

➢ PC operates under controlled atmosphere, 
typically 80 parts of Argon 20 parts of Oxygen. 
Typical setting: 30% plasma power, 1’30’’, 1.2 E+1 
torr

➢ Grids must be used in the next 2 hours after 
GD/PC

Russo & Passmore, 2016, JStructBiol



Place grids carbon side up

Glow Discharge / Plasma Cleaner



Floating carbon (no GD needed, also useful for carbon supported cryo-EM)

Carbon coated mica Float carbon on sample 15’ Fish floating carbon 
with holey carbon 

coated grid
(carbon side facing 

down)

37.5 ul of sample

➢ Mica can be coated in house in the same manner as grids (without the collodion)

Protein sample

Side view



Staining with Uranyl Formate / Acetate

• https://www.jove.com/video/3227/visualizing-proteins-
macromolecular-complexes-negative-stain-em-from

➢ For GD grids we use normally 5 ul of sample on top of the grid
➢ It is very important to blot the grid until we see all the liquid is gone!

https://www.jove.com/video/3227/visualizing-proteins-macromolecular-complexes-negative-stain-em-from


Checking Negative Staining Grids (RT!)

1. Check microscope alignment

2. Introduce grid

3. Find eucentric height (adjust sample z position at which it does not 
move upon tilting the stage)

4. Make atlas (~75X)

5. Search for nice staining at square level (~220X)

6. Check the sample at high mag (~50000X) & slight defocus (2 Thon 
rings)

➢ We can also acquire NS data, but resolution is limited to 20 Å!
(Useful to evaluate specimen integrity, oligomerization state and have a reference for cryo)



Where do we check NS grids?

Tecnai F20, IGBMC

Tecnai F20
• FEG
• 200 kV
• GATAN CCD 2K*2K "US10001”
• Sample is at Room Temperature



Atlas NS

Mag 75X Tecnai F20, IGBMC

Which are the good 
squares??

Grid: mesh 300, carbon film, copper grid
Glow discharged (30’’, 2.5mA, 1.9 E-1 mbar)



Mag 75X

Mag 50.000XMag 220X

Square with good stain Stain OK, sample OK!

Tecnai F20, IGBMC
Crucifix C. & Ben-Shem A.

As a guideline we will start testing a 0.01 - 0.1 mg/ml (ca. 1 uM) protein sample for NS, once we find the good 
concentration we will use 10 times more concentrated sample for cryo.

600 kDa complex



Normally life is not that easy….

Contamination? Protein instability?

Detergent

Aggregates

Too much protein

➢ Sample can be flattened, dehydrated, not 
completely stained…

➢ Some sample do not behave well on NS 
and can be tested directly in cryo
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CM120, IGBMC

+ BS3!

More homogeneous, no small loose particles



floating carbon / No GD

Carbon foil

stain

Even though looking “ugly” we can find nicely stained regions
(sample needs optimization)

Tecnai F20, IGBMC



Hands-on experience

• Sample: 8 MDa, dodecamer

• Two staining techniques:
• Stain on carbon grid (no GD)

• Stain on floating carbon film

34 Å

30 Å



The microscope to be used

Slide from Felix de Haas, ThermoFisher
Philips EM301 (1975)

40 kV
CCD camera: Megaview II (1376x1032 px)

➢ What do you expect for the resolution?
➢ What do you expect for the contrast?



Quantifoil / C-flat (holey carbon grids)

R 1/4 R 2/1 R 3.5/1

Most commonly used:

Smaller the holes => higher magnification used
Bigger holes => more images per hole => more data in less time

https://www.emsdiasum.com/microscopy/

https://www.emsdiasum.com/microscopy/


UltrAuFoil (gold grids)

Russo & Passmore, 2016, JStructBiol

Carbon grids vs. gold grids ➢ Holey film & support are made of gold => no different 
thermal contraction

➢ Gold is highly conductive, nonoxidizing, radiation-
hard

➢ The holey foil is 500 Å thick

Cu Au

E. Bruch, IGBMCTime vs Radius (DLS)



Carbon supported

➢ Carbon layer is useful when complexes fall apart in the ice
➢ On the counterpart the contrast is lower

Slide form J-F. Ménétret, IGBMC

Carbon 1: Quantifoil holey carbon
Carbon 2: contineaous carbon (3-5 nm)



Vitrifying samples 

Chamber with controlled 
humidity and temperature

Set parameters:
Blotting force
Blotting time
Temperature
% Humidity

Vitrobot (FEI)



1:10

➢ Remove spindle when it 
turns white (like snow)

DANGER
6 ml of liquid ethane
9 liters of ethane gasVitrifying samples 

➢ The spindle transfers the 
heat between the ethane 
and the LN2 This is the moment to go GD de grids



Liquid ethane
-89º C to -183º C

Liquid Nitrogen (LN2)
-196º C to – 210º C ✓ Buffer will be amorphous when cooled under -140º C => When ethane looks whitish 

(starts to solidify) we are sure we are in the good temperature range

Slide form J-F. Ménétret, IGBMC

Dubochet et al. 1988 Quarterly Review of Biophysics

Hexagonal ice Cubic ice

Amorphous ice

Vitrifying samples 



The filter paper rotates after each grid

Slide form J-F. Ménétret, IGBMC

Vitrifying samples 

➢ Deposit the sample without 
making any bubbles! 

Vitrification occurs in 10-4 s



If ethane solidifies we have to melt it to continue, 
you can place the spindle upside down to warm the 
ethane

I would not do this…

Oxford particle imaging center

Vitrifying samples 



Grid clipping for Autoloader



Grid evaluation
• Particles? Ice thickness?

Defocus: 2.5 um

See nothing!

Defocus: 10 um

See the particles only at very high defocus

Glacios, Novalix, Illkirch

What to do?

➢ Change GD settings
The negative charge might be a problem 
for some samples (DNA binding proteins 
for example)
=> Surface properties can be changed 
by doing GD in the presence of 
amylamine (give positive charge)

➢ Change blotting time and force

➢ Add detergents

Screening microscope: Glacios, 200 kV
Advantage: autosampler system idem to Titan Krios



• Particle integrity and homogeneity?

28

Polara, IGBMC, C. Crucifix

Grid evaluation

The complex falls apart in the ice (a lot of little particles), BS3 was not enough cross-linking

+ BS3

A lot of material adsorbed to the carbon…



29Many more full size objects, ice is horrible

+ Glutaraldehyde

Grid evaluation

Polara, IGBMC, C. Crucifix

• Particle integrity and homogeneity?

+ BS3



30Nice ice! Nice particle distribution!Polara, IGBMC, C. Crucifix

Grid evaluation

+ Glutaraldehyde

• Particle integrity and homogeneity? Particle distribution?

+ DDM 0.0025%



Setting Titan Krios for acquisition

1. Platinum Iridium grid

2. Adjust eucentric hight

3. Alignment (at eucentric height, eucentric focus, and mag used for aq)

▪ Guntilt

▪ Gunshift

▪ Pivot point XY

▪ Beam shift

▪ C2 condenser astigmatism

▪ Center C2 aperture

▪ Condenser center TEM

▪ Correct astigmatism

▪ Rotation center

4. Tune GIF (center the slit of the energy filter)

5. Gain Reference (corrects for variations in the detector)

6. Cs corrector (corrects for spherical aberration and others)

Microscope alignment can 
take several hours



Setting acquisition 
(takes around 3 hours)

1. Introduce sample grid

2. Make atlas

3. Correct image shift from atlas to square mag

4. Correct image shift from square map to 6500x

5. Select squares and correct eucentric height for each one

6. Correct image shift from aq mag to 6500x (view)

7. Select holes

8. Make template image of a hole for centering

9. Define dose rate

10. Define multi-shot acquire zone

11. Set focus area and define defocus

12. Introduce VPP (if necessary)

13. Start aq

ATLAS

Hole selection

Multi-shot and autofocus zone




